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This indispensable study tool will help you develop a personal Bible memorization plan—starting with 52 key verses of scripture. Featuring full
scripture text (in the King James Version, New International Version, and New Living Translation), brief devotional insights, and memorization
tips, Bible Memory Plan provides the impetus, structure, and encouragement you need to begin the challenging—but life-changing—habit of
memorizing scripture. Its handy size goes anywhere, tucking easily into Bible cover, purse, briefcase, or glove compartment. Start a habit that
will pay lifelong dividends!
For counseling, for reassurance, or Bible study, this book is a collection of key verses arranged by topic. At times when you need a little
encouragement or help or whatever, it is wonderful to remember the Promises of God. This is a great little book to keep on your desk top or
slip in your purse to use if waiting for an appointment, etc. Praying God's word is very powerful and this book gives you verses by subject so
you can call on God's power through your prayers . "This book is a wonderful resource for quick references in critical situations! As a pastor I
often find myself suddenly called to pray for someone or give support or counsel on little or no notice and calling to memory the scripture God
wants to use isn't as easy as it once was. Now I simply turn to the content page, look at the headings, and ask God to lead me to the right
verse! And quoting His word accurately means a lot to those who are hurting or searching! I highly recommend this book! - Pastor Rick" We
publish this book of Bible Promises in over 100 languages. Check our website for availability. www.sonofgod.net
Bible memorization according to some scholars is said to be absolutely fundamental to spiritual formation of every believer in Christ.
Considering the fact that God never sent down any book from heaven, but he sent the bible (his words) as guidance for mankind as a whole.
This stresses the fact that knowing the words is more important than having a bible. That touches in brief for anyone who can reason indepth; the reason why the words of the scripture has to be imbibed into our memory as Christians. What make us act the way we do? A good
look at this question and an objective answer to it will certainly shed more light on the importance of memorizing the scripture. As Christians,
we as expected to live according to the scripture, and putting this in reference of how the human brain works. we cannot afford as Christians
to be without our bible even if we aren't carrying anything. As humans, we have a spontaneous brain which works and acts on injected
information. The human nature Getting scripture into memory will go a long way in helping us form a Christ like life. The way the human mid
work is one factor that has made it needful for the scripture to be memorized if it truly is the way of life we intend to use. The human mind acts
on first-hand information it gets from the memory and having the bible as that first-hand information is priceless. The ease of memorizing the
scripture is a case of different strokes for different folks; it is majorly subject to the retentive capacity of whoever is in question. Retentive
capacity is certainly a very important factor, but other important factors include; commitment towards the course of memorizing the scripture,
zeal and required guidance on the best models of memorizing the Scripture are among factors that aid this process. This book offers you
OVER 150 bible verses from thousands of the important verses of the scripture to memorize them have been sorted according to their
individual or collective message. Enjoy!
This is a workbook that includes 100 easy lessons. Expect 10 minutes of parent/child learning time and 10 minutes of independent study time
for the child. The Bible provides the best material for learning to read, write and spell! 1. Read and study one simple Bible verse with your
child everyday. 2. Your child will repeat, recite, read and write each one until they know them well. This method of learning to read and write
is stress free and fun for parent and child! This is an excellent introduction to reading and writing for young children, struggling readers, 1st to
3rd graders, and children with Dyslexia. Your child will master the sight words and build a meaningful foundation for literacy. Includes both
manuscript and cursive. This workbook is designed to be simple for children with dyslexic tendencies. By using the Open Dyslexic Font and
using Sight Word Strategies we are able to overcome some of the obstacles caused by curriculum that depend on phonics. Children with
dyslexia are confused by the words that do not follow the phonetic rules. As you know the English language often deviates from it's own rules
leaving dyslexic children feeling overwhelmed and befuddled. The goal of this method is to help children memorize the verses, learn
hundreds of sight words, and develop intuitive decoding strategies. If your child is not confused by phonics we recommend using a fun
phonics program after completing this workbook. If your child is still reversing letters be sure to start with our fun dyslexia therapy - Dyslexia
Games www.DyslexiaGames.com
2017 ECPA Christian Book Award Finalist (Bibles category) Scripture memorization grounds kids in the faith, equips them for the future, and
solidifies relationships with Christ, family, and others. The Hidden in My Heart Scripture Memory Bible was created to encourage kids not only
to read God's Word but also to hide it deep within their hearts. One hundred of the Bible's core verses have been set to music by renowned
children's author and song writer Stephen Elkins. The 100 songs include a variety of genres and are available in the New Living Translation,
New International Version, and King James Version, and all songs are free with the purchase of the Bible. Additional interactive features
encourage school-age kids to engage with the Word in every place of their life.
This brand-new, powerful and practical guide book is packed with invaluable information on scripture memorization. It features vital, need-toknow scriptures for everyday life and more!
The 101 Greatest Bible Verses Ancient Lessons For Business, Life, Love, and More offers an uplifting and inspirational look at some of the
best teachings from the Bible. The 101 Bible Verses selected have been put into 7 different categories. Those 7 categories are Physical,
Emotional, Spiritual, Social, Financial, Mental, and Family. Along with some unique perspective, each Bible Verse has also been linked to
related famous quotes, movie scenes, etc. There is wonderful insight, wisdom, & advice on relationships, raising children, building
businesses, competing in sports and so much more. The 101 Greatest Bible Verses is helping new generations of people all over the world to
discover for themselves why so many great individuals throughout history have said the Bible is the greatest book on success ever written.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of
English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class literary
writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate,
provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
Just below the surface of any Christian view of the Bible is the knotty issue of the biblical canon. How and when was it decided which books
would make up the Bible? What makes a book canonical? In this volume, respected Old Testament scholar Christopher Seitz helps readers
understand how the Old Testament fits into the canon's development. Brief and readable yet substantive, this volume challenges current
understandings of the formation of the Christian canon, utilizing the latest research on the biblical prophets. Seitz reveals canonical
connections woven into the fabric of the Prophetic Books and argues that the Law and the Prophets cohere and give shape to the
subsequent Christian canon.
This is the forth book in this series that began with an in-depth look at how God views details, communicates with this world, and decides
what process to use. Of course this series of books looked at aspects recorded in scripture about the Tabernacle. How the materials were
collected, specific design details, who did the work, and how the Tabernacle was constructed. Much of that information is found in dozens,
maybe hundreds of other books about the Tabernacle. But there are details setting this book apart from every other book written about the
Tabernacle. This book takes a verse by verse, story by story, chapter by chapter look at the Tabernacle. In other words, this book presents a
picture of the Tabernacle from God's point of view. Which the beginning of this series pointed out, is much different than any human
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perspective.

With alphabetical indexes of firms and trade specialties.
The Bible has played a starring role in American history from our nation’s beginnings. When George Washington was sworn into
office as our first president, he did not place his hand on the Declaration of Independence or the Constitution of the United States,
as hallowed as those documents are. Instead, he swore upon and even kissed the Bible to sanctify this important moment. The
Bible, Washington knew, had ushered American history to this point. Trying to explain American history without its Bible is like
trying to understand the human body without its bloodstream. Had there been no Bible, there would be no America as we know it.
It is the Bible that made America. While not every Founding Father was a Christian, a Bible-believer, or a paragon of virtue and not
every leader has honored the Bible nor appreciated its influence, there is an undeniable history of leaders who’ve been intimately
acquainted with the contents of the Bible, who’ve studied its scriptures and respected its teachings. Journey with Robert J.
Morgan as he teaches about the Bible’s role in the defining moments and impact on the people of our nation’s history, reminding
us of the beauty at the intersection of faith and country and reigniting our hearts’ passions for both.
These lessons help young readers increase their vocabulary of Bible words, believe that the Bible is God's Word, use Bible
references to find Bible verses, and celebrate their new knowledge. A 52-Week Bible Journey–Just for Kids!Route 52™ is a Biblebased journey that will take kids through the Bible every year from age 6 to 8. Every lesson features: Scripturally sound themes
Culturally relevant, hands-on activities Age-appropriate Bible-learning challenge Reproducible life-application activity pages Route
52™ Bible lessons will help kids learn the Bible and how to apply it to their lives at their own level of spiritual development. These
reproducible Bible lessons are appropriate for Bible school, children's church, youth group, kids club, and midweek Bible study
programs.
Do you want to understand the bible more? Start writing a bible verse every day! This bible journaling notebook for women is
beautifully designed to help you make bible study an easy daily habit and create a keepsake of scripture. How bible verse
journaling works in this notebook:1) Write one scripture each day of your choice (beginning verse lists are included if you need
them).2) Reflect on the day's scripture meaning and how it applies to your life.3) Then practice memorizing each scripture using
the the journal's built-in checklist.Whether you want something simple to jump-start your bible study habit or you want a tool to help
you memorize bible verses regularly, the 100 Days of Bible Verse Journaling notebook is your answer. This women's bible verse
journal has a sturdy matte finish cover with durable cream colored pages. It includes one organized page per day for journaling
scripture with 100 total journal pages for your bible verses. This scripture journal is an easy-to-carry 8.5 inch square size - just right
to fit in most purses or Bible bags.
Whether you have memorized Bible verses before or are new to exploring God's word, the process of learning scripture can be a
daunting task. This simple 12 week journal is a self-guided DIY study. You choose the scripture that best fit your life or use it as a
companion to another Bible study. The journal breaks down the process of memorizing scripture into simple steps that are not only
helpful, but fun! Write it, doodle it, say it, ponder it, and pray it, until you know it, word for word.

Provides a list of one hundred Bible verses, along with sidebar notes and memorization tips for each verse.
Karen Holford, author of 100 Creative Prayer Ideas for Kids, draws from years of experience and oodles of ingenuity to
help kids delight in God's Word. Multisensory activities such as Alphabetti Verse, Secret Codes, Stepping Stone,
Recycled Tunes, and Edible Verses make spiritual concepts real and exciting to kids of all ages.Take your pick--the ideas
crammed into this book will suit a variety of interests, skills, learning styles, group sizes, and available materials. Best of
all, kids come away from each activity with God's message to them embedded firmly in their hearts and minds!
This book will allow you to experience, as you read, what it was like for this woman of God, as she graciously started
ministry at just 18 1/2 years old. Elder, Evangelist, Della Clark, has been called, chosen, and appointed by God to go into
all the world to preach the Gospel of Jesus Christ. She is equipped and anointed to finish the work that He has called her
to do. This book is a great read, and as you peel back each page, you will begin to see, that, on her journey, she has
made full proof of the ministry by the power of the Holy Spirit. Elder, Evangelist, Della Clark, boldly confesses with
conviction that ''No devil in hell can stop it'' because her work and call into the ministry is ordained by God. And I thank
Christ Jesus our Lord, who hath enabled me, for that, he counted me faithful, putting me into the ministry; 1Timothy
1:12KJV Authors note... Keep pressing on as you are courageous and free and never held back by fear, intimidation, or
defeat. The battle belongs to the Lord, and He has the final victory...
Do you want to understand the bible more? Start writing a bible verse every day. This journal is beautifully designed to
help you make bible study easy and create a keepsake of scripture for the future. Whether you want something simple for
bible reading or a tool to help you memorize bible verses regularly, this pretty notebook is your answer.
Use it for note taking, gratitude, and studyMakes a beautiful gift for a Bible study group. Standard, medium ruled
notebook. Size: large, 8.5 x 11 Inside: 110 pages (55 sheets), College lined (medium ruled) paper
The 100 Most Encouraging Verses of the Bible Everyone struggles with discouragement as they face various trials of life, big or
small. Whether you are struggling with your health, family, job, or relationships, God wants to give you hope and peace again.
What does he want you to know and remember in the hard times? This book goes straight to the source of all Truth to reveal how
much God loves you and how he's right by your side through thick and thin. The 100 verses that are highlighted include wellknown passages as well as hidden treasures you may have never read. Each verse is followed by a brief devotional reading that
will help you find understanding and comfort from the text--and in the process draw you ever nearer to God. The book's length and
focus make it perfect as a daily meditation or to read as a family. It also makes an ideal gift for those who love the Bible and seek
the hope of God's promises.
The strong God of Exodus. The ancient poetry of the Psalms, and the eternal teachings of Proverbs. Matthew, Mark, Luke, and the
mystical beauty of John. The new heaven and earth of Revelation. Bible verses—an enduring source of guidance, peace, and
rejuvenation—are here given a very special treatment in colorful letterpress illustrations that bring each phrase to life in a fresh and
meaningful way. The verses are drawn from seven translations (including the New International Version, The New Revised
Standard Version, and The King James Bible) and arranged in order, beginning with Genesis 1:1. These selections include 100 of
the most distinctly meaningful passages of the Old and New Testament, made even more powerful through the transformative lens
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of art. Like a contemporary update on medieval illuminated manuscripts, the book combines the timeless words of the Bible with
timely artwork—in this case, hand-lettering and illustration in a variety of beautiful styles and remarkable aesthetics from 25
contemporary artists. It’s a new and vibrant way to experience the living word.
Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's followers during the 30 years after his death. It describes how the
12 apostles, formerly Jesus's disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout the Mediterranean against a background of
persecution. With an introduction by P.D. James
Deepen your relationship with God with this beautiful prayer journal just waiting to be filled! Keeping a prayer journal is one of the
best ways to deepen your relationship with God and help you navigate your spiritual journey. Each page of this prayer journal
contains a verse from the scriptures to inspire your prayers and devotion to the divine. This prayer journal is a writing journal, ideal
to write down your conversations with God, your personal prayers, personal thoughts, things you are grateful for, and anything you
feel like writing down.Here are some of the journal main feature: The journal measure 8-inch wide by 10-inch in length with plenty
of writing space. Each page features a scripture quotation to inspire your praying activities. High-quality 55# paper in a light cream
color and is perfect for all types of pens or pencils including gel pens, fountain pens, and writing markers. 100 wide lined pages
with an inspirational scripture quotation on each page Glossy cover with a professional finish, flexible paperback. Makes a great
gift for family, friends or colleagues. Scroll back up and order your copy today!
100 Bible Verses Everyone Should Know by HeartB&H Publishing Group
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